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“it’s closer to home than you think…”

Acknowledgement of Donors
Current period Investment
The CtdCC provides a vital service to the community of Cape Town. The treatment
service is offered at a highly professional level, even though the vast majority of
clients aren’t able to contribute to the real cost of these services. Observatory
charges R70 per week whilst Mitchell’s Plain and Atlantis depends solely on a
voluntary donation. Clients at all three [3] branches are expected to pay for their
drug testing at R50 an episode. Atlantis clients are unable to contribute fully to this
vital service [without which the treatment service cannot be completed]. The fee for
the drug testing has thus been reduced to R20 per episode. This means that we are
charging less than what it costs us to acquire the actual test. We also require clients
to contribute R50 towards the [once off] family workshop. Again, not all clients are
able to cover this fee, leaving CtdCC to carry the cost.
Treatment services are run at a loss due to the economic challenges of our clients.
We never refuse treatment to any client due to them not being able to contribute
financially.
Treatment is thus made possible through the generosity of our donors, to whom we
owe a great deal of our success. Without the ongoing support and investment of our
donor market, we would not be able to continue offering this much needed service
to our client base.
86% of all our current income is specified funding. This thus allows for limited growth
or opportunity to effectively respond to the demand facing us, to provide awareness
and training. We also find that the current funding model is failing our staff. It does
not allow for the necessary upkeep of our facilities or the marketing expectations to
bring about the awareness needed.
Special Thanks
The Department of Social Development remains our biggest donor, covering 76% of
our operating budget. Even though the current financial contribution reflects a high
rand value in our existing audit, it is necessary to point out that our staff
remuneration and operating expenses are significantly lower than the market values.
We remain thankful for the partnership with the Department, but it is still significantly
below what is needed to function optimally as a treatment service.
The Community Chest is yet another significant sponsor to the work of the centre.
Having the partnership with the Community Chest allows us to reflect international
compliance. This helps to ensure that our functionality is aligned to the accounting
standards which give other donors an assurance of our good standing.
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Jet Lee Will Trust and Emily Fouchs Foundation are yet another two valuable donors
to the centre. We are thankful to these two donors for their ongoing support of the
work we do.
Gifts in Kind
Much of the financial success of the centre hinges on the good will of several small
businesses and individuals Throughout the year they come alongside our centre to
offer their services and care through their respective platforms, to help our cause
without charging.
INDIVIDUAL DONORS
Though few, we are most appreciative of those who have over the years pledged to
contribute monthly to the work of CtdCC. ‘A little goes a long way’ has never proven
to be as meaningful as in the case of such as these. The monthly deposits and faithful
EFT’s have made a considerable impact on the ability of the movement to cover
overheads and other unspecified services through our day to day operations.

DONORS

DSD

Corporates

Trust & Foundations

Individuals

Community Chest

Clients

5 year strategic plan
CTDCC is working on a funding model to increase our unspecified income to allow for
better use of our skills and resources. We hope to ensure that the scale is flipped in
order to ensure that 45% of our programmatic cost is derived from smaller donors.
We aim to do so through our club 500 debit order drive and fundraising efforts
planned for 2018 – 2022. If you would like to be part of our club 500 and can donate
between R50 to R1000 per month towards our projects, please email us on
donations@drugcentre.org.za
Banking details:
Bank: Standard Bank Branch: Mowbray
Account No.: 071362282 Branch Code: 024909
Ref: Name and Cell No.
HELP US KEEP OUR DOORS OPEN FOR ACCESSABLE EFFECTIVE TREATMENT
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CHAIRPERSONS REPORT
The past year has been one of growth and change for Cape
Town Drug Counselling Centre (CTDCC). The organization has
continued to expand the reach of its services to increase
awareness of substance use disorders and access to services
for individuals, families and communities. Despite the
continuing funding and income-generation challenges
experienced by CTDCC, the organization has continued to
provide effective services for individuals, families and
communities affected by substance use disorders. Credit must be given to CTDCC’s
management team and the dedicated staff at all branches who remain passionate
about providing quality care to the individuals and communities they serve, in spite
of these challenging circumstances.
During the past year, CTDCC has continued to reinforce its position as a leader in
substance abuse service delivery in South Africa. As always, there has been a large
demand for treatment services at the Observatory branch. This year we have seen
continued growth in demand for treatment services at the Mitchell’s Plain branch as
well as expansion of services and growth in treatment demand at the Atlantis branch.
The continued high uptake of treatment services reflects the ongoing need for
affordable and accessible drug treatment services in Western Cape communities, as
well as community awareness of the quality and effectiveness of treatment services
provided by CTDCC.
The clinical team has continued to provide evidence-based treatment services of a
high quality, while adapting to the increasingly complex patterns of substance use in
the Western Cape. Adolescents still comprise a significant proportion of the client
population at all branches. While many clients continue to report methamphetamine
and/or heroin as their primary drugs of choice, cannabis remains the drug of choice
for many young people. CTDCC is committed to ensuring that clients receive the best
possible care. To achieve this objective, they support the continuous professional
development of staff and have committed to routinely monitoring the quality and
performance of their treatment services.

The excellent reputation of CTDCC has contributed to it being a sought after practical
training and internship placement site for social workers and psychological
counsellors. Staff at CTDCC have provided inputs into the various postgraduate
diplomas on Addictions Care that are offered within the province, with some providing
clinical supervision to students. These inputs are highly valued, and individuals who
have been trained and mentored at CTDCC are often headhunted by other agencies
who recognise that the centre provides quality training in evidence-based substance
abuse treatment. The training department continues to be a growth point for CTDCC,
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with a steady demand for training in how to manage substance use disorders in
various settings. CTDCC is providing training and support to a range of community
and faith-based organisations as they develop strategies to address substance use
disorders among the people they serve.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank CTDCC’s management team for their
leadership and commitment to addressing substance use disorders in this province.
CTDCC’s management continues to work tirelessly to connect with other private and
non-profit organisations working in this field and to strengthen this service sector.
On behalf of the executive management committee, I would like to thank the
management and all staff at CTDCC for their dedication to delivering quality care. I
would especially like to thank Ashley Potts, Cathy Karassellos, Hazel Hess, Sharee
Huysamen and Jacqui Michels for their leadership. I also would like to thank all the
friends and supporters of the centre who, through financial or material donations,
have helped support CTDCC’s work over the years. You have contributed to the
viability and success of our services.
Finally, after much deliberation, I have decided to step down in my role as
Chairperson of the Executive Management Committee. Having been Chair for roughly
10 years, I believe it is time for me to move on and make space for new ideas and a
fresh perspective. I am leaving the Centre in the experienced hands of Sheldon
Brandt. I remain an avid supporter of the CTDCC and the work of the organization.
I deeply appreciate the relationships I have developed here with the EXCO,
management team, and staff and the opportunity to work with the organization over
so many years.

Prof. Bronwyn Myers
Chairperson
Thoughts from our clients:
I’ve really learnt a lot in this program. What stands out for me is that with 15 years of
drugging and 3 previous rehabs, I never knew that I had a chronic disease which has to be
treated and managed. So THANK YOU!
Thank you to my counsellor for always listening to my personal problems and being so
helpful. To all the staff of CTDCC – keep up the good work!
33yr old female Tik addict in recovery
This program has taught me that we need to think before doing anything such as drugs. I
learnt that you need to think about consequences.
The program was a huge success. I enjoyed it even though sometimes I did not want to
come. I’ve learnt a lot, about taking responsibility for my own actions. I don’t think I will
use drugs again.
16yr old male Dagga user in recovery
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DIRECTORS REPORT
It’s been 5 years since I have joined the Cape Town Drug
Counselling Centre and been a part of the positive growth
of the movement. Looking back on the year just past, we
have to acknowledge a few fundamentals that ultimately
serve as precursors to what would be regarded as return
for our investment.
These are: our donor market, our clients, our staff and the
product of our basket of services. Without all of these we
would not be able to prove a value or return for investment
in our outstanding achievement. Some have been easier to
attain than others but collectively feed into an acclamation
of thankfulness.
We are thankful that we have achieved yet another clean audit and have provided
effective treatment services to 969 new clients and 417 family members. We have
however spent more than we were able to raise and had to reduce our reach to the
minimal level of outreach, below what we are capable of with adequate funding.
This past year has highlighted the increasing need for the kind of services we are
able to offer. Younger users are presenting with the challenge of use of and addiction
to alcohol and other drugs. This begs a concern for the direction towards which we
see our country heading. Serious shifts in the approach used to redress the issues
surrounding addiction have to be tabled, if we are going to realise a goal of truly
reducing the growth of the illness within our country. I believe that Cape Town has
a drug solution, but is at best perceived to be a drug ‘problem’ through the eyes of
the majority of citizens.
Historic approaches will have to be denounced if an outcome of a healing South Africa
is ever to be realised. This report will yet again provide consistent indicators of what
the norms of service delivery were able to achieve. Though this reflects ‘well’ as an
outcome for what we do,
it just simply is not enough!
“nothing changes if nothing changes!”
I would like to make use of this report to emphasise the gaps between our current
realities and the desired HOPE for reprieve within this sector. I have been witness to
the growing crises of abuse of several substances and have seen enough to make
some conclusive remarks that I hope would help to facilitate a step or two towards
a significant shift for the entire sector. Through this, I hope to make known the facts
necessary to both shock our conservative thinking, and to shift us all towards a
reform of our current responses to the illness. The time has come for us all to talk
bluntly about DRUGS.
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A number of key aspects need to be highlighted through this process.
1. Access to Services
Our current systems conform to a traditional working hour pattern, Monday to
Friday. This has been the acceptable norm for many years now. The question
however needs to be asked, “Does this work for the vast majority of users or
their families?” Having asked a number of families over the past year this very
question, I was often given the same response – NO. Why? Well, most working
class clients find it hard to keep taking time off to go with their loved one to clinic
sessions. This is a real factor and one that is not often considered. I do believe
that more would access services if it was available after hours and over
weekends. The main deterrent for this to occur as desired is one of cost. Is this
however enough reason to deny the option to consider the provision of such a
service? Should this be a viable option, a suitable funding source needs to be
identified.
2. Support Services
Historically, we have depended largely on the fellowships of NA and AA for
recovering addicts as well as Al-Anon and Nar-Anon for family members. Though
there is no error in this service, we simply have too few available. One of the
biggest factors responsible for successful recovery is attendance at these
sessions. The converse is though also true in that most who return after having
relapsed would confirm that they had not been attending support services. Not
because of lack of will to do so, but simply because of the logistical short comings
of these vital services. Mitchell’s Plain for example only has 9 listed fellowships
under AA/NA at 3 locations. Lotus River and Delft has one, Blue Downs has two,
Athlone has one…. etc. The lifelong path of recovery begins when formal
treatment ends. If the success of those in long term recovery is accredited to
support groups, it goes to reason that more effort is to be given to ensure that
the access to these is increased.
3. Support. Don’t Punish
The ‘war’ on drugs is costing our economy billions and has never worked.
Addiction is a health challenge, not a criminal one. Putting users in prison is only
making things worse. They need help! Our country’s laws on drugs have to
change. Support. Don’t Punish is a Global campaign calling for all countries to
abolish the historic ‘war’ on drugs.
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4. One to seventeen [1:17] / Flip the scale
It is said that for every one user, seventeen others around him/her are negatively
affected. The focus hence has always been on the ‘one’ [1], the user and never
on those affected by them. We need to flip the scale to give a great deal more
attention to the seventeen – parents, siblings, family, friends, neighbours, etc….
By this I mean that by providing ongoing psycho-education workshops, we can
help shift the understanding of the illness of addiction which will allow the
‘seventeen’ to have the tools needed to provide the user in their lives to get the
help they need and correct the stigma against users.
Looking back helps us to look ahead. We have a choice to either ignore the signs or
use them to help direct the way forward. What’s the point of repeating a practice if
it does not work? As a sector, a government, a community, we need to stand together
if we are wanting to help those struggling with alcohol and other drugs. Remove the
Demand and there will be no need for Supply.
CTDCC has developed some key proposed plans we seek to roll out over the next 5
years that would assist the sector to repair our broken communities. We call on ALL
to stand up and TOGETHER show the world we have a DRUG SOLUTION!!!!

ATLANTIS

MITCHELL’S PLAIN

OBSERVATORY
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CAPE TOWN DRUG COUNSELLING CENTRE TEAMS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Bronwyn Myers [Chairman], Don Wilson [Vice Chairman], Sharon Kleintjes
[Secretary], Sheldon Brandt [Treasurer], Erisha Benjamin [Member], Nadine Harker
[Member]
OBSERVATORY
Cathy Karassellos [Clinical Psychologist], Fairuz Mustapha [Senior Social Worker],
Vivienne Ewers [Receptionist], Jacqui Michels [Adminstrative Manager], Mogamat
Sedick [Social Worker], Janet Smit [Social Worker], Ashley Potts [Director],
Samantha Noorman [Admin Assistant to Director], Alida Rhode [General Worker],
Zoliswa Nombembe [Registered Counsellor], Tayla-Michelle Bestbier (Volunteer
counsellor), Mareldiah Achmat (Volunteer Registered Counsellor) & Nandipha Gana
(Intern counsellor)
MITCHELLS PLAIN

Hazel Hess [Senior Social Worker], Karen Pilot [General Worker], Theresa Eiman
[Receptionist], Ielhaam Jacobs [Registered Counsellor], Ntsikelelo Mxokozeli [Social
Worker], Shandre Cornelius & Nazreen Dowman (Intern counsellors)
ATLANTIS
Sharee Huysamen [Senior Registered Counsellor], Lize Walker [Social Worker], Miriam
Paulse [Receptionist], Bridgette Cloete [General Worker]
SESSIONAL STAFF
Emma Oliver [Aroma Therapist], Dr Ismaeel Ebrahim [GP], Mike Mc Loughlin
[Acupuncture], Dr Greeff [GP], Amy Melhuish [Drama Therapist], Jessie Lutta [Aroma
Therapist], Psychiatrist [Rotational from Groote Schuur]

Observatory - 0214478026
1 Roman Road
Observatory
mplain@drugcentre.org.za
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Atantis – 0215717180
3 Drosdy Centre
Wesfleur Cirlce
atlantis@drugcentre.org.za

Mitchell’s Plain – 0213970103/4
1 Civet Street
Eastridge
info@drugcentre.org.za

STATISTICS 2016
Transformed individuals in a
transformed environment
It’s closer to home than you think
The statistics reflected in this report are an accurate reflection as captured by those
responsible for treatment at the Cape Town Drug Counselling Centre [CTDCC]. The
report includes statistics regarding the 969 new clients who entered CTDCC
treatment programmes during 1st January – 31st December 2016, in terms of:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Demographic profile – referral, age, gender, residential area;
Drugging profile – commonly reported drugs of choice;
Financial profile – employment status, spending patterns on drugs, crime.
Associated Risk – Job loss, involvement in crime, HIV & Aids

The CTDCC is a community-based organisation that provides intensive and
comprehensive outpatient treatment to clients from disadvantaged, lower income,
and under resourced areas in Cape Town and surrounds. These statistics need to be
viewed in this context. In all, 969 new clients entered our treatment programmes,
325 at Mitchell’s Plain (MP) branch, 157 at our Atlantis centre and 487 at Observatory
(Obs).
A. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
ETHNIC GROUPS
The majority of our clients remain Coloured (74%; n=715), the percentage of
Black clients is similar to previous years (17%; n=167), with the remainder being
White (8%; n=78). The treatment service offered at the CtdCC is rendered in
English, Afrikaans and Xhosa.
GENDER
The number of female (22%; 216=n) service users has remained constant over the
years. The male intake was (78%; 753=n). Gender specific treatment services
remain a priority to the CtdCC. Gender ratios between the two larger centres did
not differ significantly (Observatory 21% female; n=102 and MPlain 19% female;
n=63) the ratio at Atlantis indicated a higher ratio of female clients (32%; n=51).
RESIDENTIAL AREAS
Overall we drew clients from 172 suburbs spread throughout Cape Town and
surrounds.
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B. DRUGGING PROFILE
% of Onset Age
Pre
Teens
Teens

Obs

MP

Atl

All

22

15

23

20

71

76

66

72

Twenties

3

7

6

5

Thirties

2

<1

1

1

Forties

0

0

0

0

Fifties

0

<1

0

<1

Unknown

2

<1

3

2

% of Presenting Age
Obs
MP

Atl

All

Pre Teens

<1

2

3

1

Teens

37

52

29

40

Twenties

23

22

36

25

Thirties

24

18

24

22

Forties
Fifties

12
4

6
0

24
1

9
2

Sixties

<1

<1

0,0

<1

Unknown

<1

0

Here we are looking at the age of onset (AO) for drug use, compared to the
presenting age (PA) of service users to define the gap between these two dimensions.
The service user is seldom able to acknowledge the extent of the damage done until
long after s/he actually is ready to admit there is a problem. For us providing
treatment, we hope to see this gap reduced so that full blown addiction could be
prevented in the earliest possible stages of use/abuse.
AGE OF ONSET [AO]
The highest AO category was amongst the teens (72%; n=698) but 20%; n=193)
started taking drugs before the age of 13. This is quite alarming and reflects the
continuing trend over the years of a decreasing age of onset. This is a worrying
factor to all, as the younger one starts using for the first time, the greater the
impact and subsequent danger of becoming addicted.
PRESENTING AGE [PA]
From the PA, it is clear that CtdCC's clients comprise mostly young people, with the
highest represented age-group being the teens (40%; n=392) followed by twenties
(25%; n=275). The CtdCC places a strong emphasis on adolescents and has a
specialised adolescent programme.
PRESENTING DRUG
Dagga (42%; n=411) was this year’s most frequently cited drug of choice, followed
by methamphetamine or Tik (31%; n=300). Treatment of heroin (10%; n=94) is
especially difficult due to the severe withdrawal symptoms experienced.
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C. FINANCIAL PROFILE
DRUG SPENDING PATTERNS
Approximately 817 clients reported the amount of money they spent on drugs on a
monthly basis. The average monthly expenditure on drugs was R2 645.67.
Extrapolating this figure to our whole client base, we estimate that our clients, if still
drugging, would have spent over R30 million on drugs alone during 2016. We are
acutely aware of the impact this has on our country. The impact, considering that
only 17%; n=163) of our clients are actively employed, is that most of our clients
are involved in illegal activities to fund their use of substances.

Drug Spending %
39

50

33
8

16

4

0
<R 1 000 R 1 000 – R R 5 000 – R >R 10 000 Unknown
4 999
9 999

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Employment levels amongst our clients remain low (18%; n=155); with the majority
of clients being either unemployed (45%; n=389) or students (37%; n=324). The fact
that so few are employed greatly reduces the contribution which clients can make to
the financial sustainability of our services.
REFERRAL SOURCE
Our services are widely known and we receive clients from a vast array of sources.
Referral Source
Obs

MP

Atl

All

School

130

109

18

Family

48

98

21

257
167

Social Worker

67

37

29

133

Self

54

21

26

101

Unknown

100

1

0

101

Employer

31

26

12

69

3

16

36

55

Friend

15

7

11

33

Hospital

21

9

2

32

Media

18

1

2

21

NGO / Welfare
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D. ASSOCIATED RISK
INVOLVEMENT IN CRIME
The close association between Crime and Substance abuse is profound. Many
CTDCC clients accessing treatment have informed us of this reality. Of all clients in
2016, over 50% openly admitted to stealing to support their addiction. Just over
31% indicated that they had spent time in police holding cells. Transactional sex
also featured with 82 clients reporting engaging in such activities. Psychotic
episodes were reported by 17 clients.
HIV/AIDS
While we do not collect data on the HIV prevalence rate amongst our clients,
ongoing research in South Africa suggests that drug use is associated indirectly
with HIV transmission. Research indicates that compared to non-drug users, drug
users are more likely to engage in risky sexual behaviours such as unprotected sex
and sex with multiple partners. CTDCC offers voluntary counselling and HIV testing
as an additional service to our clients, as well as risk reduction strategies and
psycho-educational HIV lectures.
4% of our clients reported injection drug use
82 clients reported engaging in sex work/transactional sex

THE ROAD
Life on the road was never easy
It is always dusty on these streets
And I always wonder why everything don’t make
sense
I need to clear my mind about what life is….?
Maybe it’s because life has no manual, it’s trial
and so many errors
Life on the road was never easy
Why do I put myself in such misery?
Why do I have so many mistakes, so many falls,
so many damages
And less or no success
Is it because I am stupid?
Or is it because I don’t want to see the best of
me
Or am hiding my abilities within me.
Trust me I know what I am capable of.
It’s just that when I think of success
I want it the easy way.
That is blocking me from moving forward
Am stuck in the past
Life on the road is easy
All I needed was you to criticise me
Tell me I am stupid, dumb, lazy, and unwilling to
be me
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So to be against anything you say about me and
realise my mistakes
To tell myself yes I am not perfect, yah you right i
am so comfortable living in misery
And feel sorry for myself
Sometimes I accept things as they are and
believe that’s the way it should be
I never see myself as a better person
I have never imagined myself achieving anything
good in life but this
This is my time to change, this my time to
prosper, this my time to be a better person
This my time and it can be your time too
I‘ve always ranked people as better and under
estimated me
Because I was told I am the worst person on
earth
That has been installed in my vocabulary in my
everyday life from birth to this day present and I
believed it
But no! no! and I say No!!!!!!
What people say about me does not mean I am
what they think I am, I am who I am
My name is ( Ntsikelelo )
Ntsikelelo Mxokozeli – Social Worker,
Mitchells Plain branch

TREASURER’S REPORT
31 MARCH 2017
The annual audited financial statements for the year ending in March 2017 have
been issued by Valentine Sargeant and, as usual, the centre’s financial records and
accounting policies were found to be in accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities.
Income for the year was R545471 (12%) greater than in the previous year. This
was in the main due to the fact that despite again not receiving any funds from the
National Lottery Distribution Trust we received R466500 from two new donors.
The centre spent R949988 (21%) more than in the previous financial year. This
was in the main due to an increase is salaries of R461975; equipment hire and
lease rentals of R207773 and youth development and prevention of R90469.
Overall there was a loss of R683081 in 2017 resulting in a 25% decrease of the
organisation’s accumulated funds from R2707997 to R2024916
There were no capital acquisitions during the year.
The centre’s investment in the Alan Gray Money Market Fund earned interest of
R94949 down R30236 (24%) from the previous financial year. The fund was
reduced by R490050 (40%)
As always fundraising remains a major challenge. Unfortunately despite valiant
attempts being made to reduce costs and our reliance on the Department of Social
Development, they still provide 82% of the centre’s income.
Sheldon Brandt
CTDCC - Treasurer

More thoughts from our clients…
This program has changed my perspective on many things including my drug of choice. It has
given me the opportunity to turn over a clean page. The program is full of enlightenment and I
value the things I was made aware of.
Meeting different people and hearing their stories gave me a lot of insight on various things,
especially on drugs. This is and will be helpful to me in progressing forward.
17yr old female Dagga user in recovery
I didn’t know what to expect when I joined the program, but it made me really think. I got the
chance to confront the issue of alcoholism head-on without sugar-coating/ justification/ denial.
48yr old male alcoholic in recovery
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ONDERSTEUN EERDER AS OM TE STRAF
Janet Smit – Social Worker, Obs branch
Luister bietjie na alledaagse kommentaar
rakende dwelmgebruikers. Jy sal woorde
hoor soos:
“Al wat hy kort is ‘n goeie pakslae dan sal
hy regkom”. “Smyt almal wat dagga rook in
die tronk. Hul is inelkgeval net skobbejakke
en moeilikheidmakers”. “Dit is oor al die
tikkoppe dat daar so baie geweld in die
gemeenskappe en huishoudings is.”
‘n Mens is geneig om middelmisbruik direk
aan geweld te koppel. “Hy was ‘n alkoholis
pa. Daarom het hy sy vrou en kinders so
verniel.” In destydse denkpatrone is
middelmisbruik gekoppel aan ‘n swak
wilskrag, verkeerde keuses en 'n korrupte
sin van waardes. Verslawing was en word
soms steeds gesien as 'n keuse.
Verslaafdes word as immoreel beskou. Dit
blyk asof die samelewing ‘n vrees vir
verslaafdes ontwikkel het. Hul word as
gevaarlik beskou. Die gemeenskap tree dan
verdedigend teenoor hul op. Hul sal,
byvoorveeld hulp aan iemand weier, omdat
hul middels misbruik. Soms reageer die
gemeenskap
met
geweld
teenoor
verslaafdes. Dalk is daar 'n klein
stemmetjie in jou kop wat dink, dat dit reg
so is en dat die persone kry wat hulle
verdien. ‘n Ander stemmetjie fluister egter
in my oor.
Geweld lok geweld uit. As die gemeenskap
gewelddadig
en
negatief
teenoor
verslaafdes optree, is dit net ter verwagting
dat verslaafdes met geweld teenoor die
gemeenskap sal reageer. Verslawing word
as meer as net 'n verkeerde keuse beskou.
Verslawing word as ‘n siekte beskou. 'n
Siekte,
soos
enige
ander
siekte
byvoorbeeld,
diabetes.
Leuens,
manupilasie, diefstal en soms geweld is
simptome van die siekte wat ons
verslawing noem.
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Dit blyk sinneloos te wees om die persoon te
straf, omdat hy/sy simptome van 'n siekte
toon, maar die siekte self word nie behandel
nie.
By voorbeeld 'n persoon verkry tronkstraf,
omdat hy gesteel het om dwelms te bekom.
Binne in die tronk kry hy nie behandeling vir
sy verslawing nie. Hy vind steeds ‘n manier
om dwelms te bekom al is hy in die tronk. Sy
verslawing en gedrag vererger dalk selfs.
Tronkstraf het dus nie die persoon genees
van sy gedrag nie. Dit het egter net die
persoon se siekte vererger en dalk selfs sy
gedrag. Op hierdie stadium mag jy dalk met
jou hande in jou hare sit.
Hoe moet jy dan 'n verslaafde hanteer as
straf nie werk nie?
Ondersteun eerder die persoon as om te
straf. Dit beteken nie dat jy die persoon net
gaan toelaat om te maak en breuk soos wat
hy of sy wil nie. Dit sal nodig wees dat jy
gesonde grense in plek stel. Hierdie grense
is om jourself te beskerm. Dit dui ook aan die
persoon watter gedrag aanvaarbaar en
watter gedrag onaanvaarbaar is. Natuurlik
moet daar gevolge vir onaanvaarbare gedrag
wees. Dit is egter nodig om te onthou dat die
gedrag slegs 'n simptoom van 'n siekte is.
Hierdie siekte kan en moet behandel word.
Dit is dus jou verantwoordelikheid as
gemeenskalslid,
friend,
famielielid
en
geliefde om anders na die verslaafde te kyk.
Hierdie is ‘n persoon wat uit meer as net sy
of haar gedrag bestaan. Hierdie persoon lei
aan 'n siekte en verdien ‘n regverdige kans
tot behandeling.
Ek daag dus elke persoon uit om hul
vooropgestelde idees te laat staan en eerder
die persoon agter die gedrag raak te sien en
te ondersteun.
Vir meer inligting oor hoe om 'n verslaafde
persoon eerder te ondersteun as om te straf
kontak gerus ons kantoor in Observatory by
021 447 8026.

TRAINING DEPARTMENT
We have seen some
changes
within
our
training department with
regards to the Facilitator.
Toni Shaked has moved on
and we are fortunate to
have Natalie Bossi driving
our training department.
The main focus for our
training
during
this
reporting period remained
the same as seen in the
advert above. The need to
provide training remains on the increase with very limited funds to ensure it is offered
where needed. Grand Slots played a huge role in this opportunity during this period.
We were able to extend our offer to provide the training at no cost to a large number
of participants and many others were offered a reduced rate. This, once again,
showed us just how sought-after our training programmes are. The cost remains a
challenge in this department. More training is clearly needed across our various
sectors and communities, but the funds are profoundly lacking, as those who most
require the training seldom have a budget for it. A total of 386 participants were able
to receive training of some kind from us.
FAMILY WORKSHOP
Providing
family
support
through services at each of
our branches is a high priority
for us. The outcome of
treatment is greatly improved
by the involvement of family
or significant others. Apart
from helping the family
confront the user through
individual sessions [conjoint].
We also insist on parents/
family members attending our monthly family psychoeducation workshop. This part of the
process helps the family members gain understanding of the illness and the role each plays.
We have conducted a total of 33 family workshops, seeing a total of 417 participants.
The need for these sessions cannot be stressed enough. It should [in our opinion] be offered
to every educator, medical practitioner [especially the trauma/ICU] and community leaders.
We aim to ensure that these psychoeducation sessions are offered across all 116 sub-councils
within the Cape Metro aligned to the Mayoral plan. Reducing the stigma of Addiction and
substance misuse disorders is an education matter and should be applied if we are wanting to
see any shift in the way service users are treated.
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INTERNSHIP AT CAPE TOWN DRUG COUNSELLING CENTRE
A great opportunity to work within our experienced clinical teams in
Observatory, Mitchell’s Plain and Atlantis, and become skilled in
addictions work.
-

REQUIREMENTS:
Complete Honours Degree in Psychology or Social Work.
Able to commit full time for 6 months
PLEASE NOTE:
This internship is for clinical experience, and does not
qualify the intern for HBCSA registration:
We really value the contribution of interns, who enable us
to expand our reach in the communities we serve. Due to
budgetary constraints, however, the internship are unpaid.
APPLICATIONS:
Please forward CV to cathy@drugcentre.org.za

I started my internship at CTDCC on 1st August this year with mixed feelings. I was
happy that I was going to get experience in addiction work, but on the other hand this
internship is unsupported financially. So I had to make my family understand that it is a
great opportunity to get clinical experience that will help me grow in my career.
It was difficult for me initially. I started with 3 weeks training. The field of addiction is
comprehensive. A lot of information was given in the training, to an extent I felt
overwhelmed. At the same time, I learned a lot and the information helped me to
understand addiction and how CTDCC works. The experienced team were supportive
and understood how intense the training is. I remember one of the counsellors Zoe
saying I mustn’t worry everything will make sense when I have started working with
clients. The training set out for me was so organized, and that made me feel welcomed
and appreciated. Another thing that melts my heart by being at CTDCC, is that the staff
respects me and has welcomed me as one of them (a counsellor).
I am given the opportunity to get involved, even more than I ever imagined as an
intern. This month (September) I am working with clients (individual counselling &
family counselling). I also co-facilitate group counselling, psycho-educational lectures
and drama therapy. In the process of doing these my self-confidence and self-esteem
has grown because even though its challenging I get support from everyone working at
CTDCC. So far I am enjoying the professional experience from CTDCC.
NANDIPHA GANA
INTERN COUNSELLOR
CTDCC OBSERVATORY BRANCH
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TOWARDS VISION 2022
32 COMMUNITY BASED TREATMENT SERVICES IN
EACH OF OUR 24 SUB-COUNCILS ACROSS CAPE
TOWN

LOCAL TREATMENT SERVICES
WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO UWC & USB

4. Identify an existing
registered NPO and
assess compliance
3. Select/ source 2 Social
Workers or Registered
Counsellors
2. Assign to an existing
CTDCC treatment Centre
for 6 months internship.

1. Place in NPO to begin
treatment programmes

Ongoing supervision and support through CTDCC

CAPE TOWN DRUG COUNSELLING CENTRE

Mapping of the Implementation Plan

A TESTED MODEL OF INTERVENTION THAT IS GEARED AT ASSISTING LOCAL
COMMUNITY STRUCTURES TO PROVIDE ACCESSIBLE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
THROUGH SHARED RESOURCES.

A TRANSFORMED INDIVIDUAL IN A TRANSFORMED ENVIRONMENT
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OUR MISSION:
TO TREAT AND REHABILITATE SUBSTANCE USERS AND THOSE DIRECTLY AFFECTED TO
BRING ABOUT TRANSFORMATION AND RECOVERY

OUR VISION:
TRANSFORMED INDIVIDUALS IN A TRANSFORMED ENVIRONMENT

2020

2017
WE NEED YOUR HELP!
JOIN OUR CLUB 500
500 INDIVIDUALS EACH PLEDGING BETWEEN R50 AND R
MONTHLY.
email: director@drugcentre.org.za or whatsapp 0828876440
**JOIN OUR WINNING TEAM AND HELP MAKE ACCESS TO TREATMENT POSSIBLE FOR ANOTHER**
EXPERT SERVICES BY REGISTERED CLINICAL STAFF

YOUR DONATION HELPS A SERVICE USER ACCESS OUR TREATMENT SERVICES.
BANKING DETAILS
Account Holder
Bank
Account No.
Branch
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: Cape Town Drug Counselling Centre
: Standard Bank
: 071362282
: Mowbray [Code 024909]

CAPE TOWN DRUG COUNSELLING
CENTRE IS IN SUPPORT OF THE
GLOBAL CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT
AND NOT PUNISH SERVICE USERS.
WE ARE CALLING FOR THE
DECRIMINALISING OF ALL SERVICE
USERS. ADDICTION IS AN ILLNESS
AND PRISON WILL NOT SOLVE IT…
TREATMENT IS NEEDED TO HELP
THOSE SUFFERING WITH SUBSTANCE
ABUSE DISORDERS.
www.drugcentre.org.za

-

TREATMENT HAS TO INCLUDE SUPPORT
SERVICES. CTDCC OFFERS;
ADULT TREATMENT
ADOLESCENTS TREATMENT
FAMILY SUPPORT
EARLY INTERVENTION
AFTERCARE
PSYCHO-EDUCATION WORKSHOPS
TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONALS AND
LAY COMMUNITY

EMERGENCY
After Hours No.

081 4785097
0214478026 / info@drugcentre.org.za

NPO 008-168
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